Communication (4-5)
Word-family map

- announce
  - announces
  - announced
  - announcing
  - announce
  - announcement
  - announcer

- public announcement
- government announcement
- marriage announcement

- unannounced
Communication (4-5)
Word-family map

- claims
  - claimed
  - claiming

- lay claim
  - claimant
  - claimable

- claim-holder

- unclaimed
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Communication (4-5)
Word-family map

intends
intended
intending

good intentions
bad intentions
unintended consequences

intend

unintended
unintentionally
superintendent

intent
intention
intentional
intentionally
intently
advise

advise

advises
advised
advising

advice column
financial advisor
under advisement

advise
advisement
advisability
adviser
adviser
advisory
advisories
advisable
advisably

inadvisable
inadvisably
Communication (4-5)
Multiple-meaning-word map

Recently, he and his research team studied why certain regions... became leaders in biotechnology while others with a similar **concentration** of scientific and corporate talent... did not. *(The cost conundrum: Healthcare costs in McAllen, Texas)*

**concentration**

- having a lot of something in an area *(n)*
- your full attention or focus *(n)*
- Salmon, tuna, nuts, and cooking oils are filled with healthy fats that improve memory and **concentration**. *(Give me five)*
- The old pro said not one word, for fear of breaking his son's **concentration**. *(Cliffhanger)*
- Water moves into or out of a cell depending upon the **concentrations** of other substances inside and outside that cell. *(Plant and animal cells)*
- We get it from one of the many freshwater sources that have a lower **concentration** of salt and other dissolved solids than seawater. *(Water, water, everywhere)*
- Buell's army marching from Nashville was almost as large as Grant's; together they would far outnumber the **concentration** of forces that the Confederates could put in the field. *(Shiloh)*
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Communication (4-5)

Multiple-meaning-word map

If you want to vote, you need to **register**. Where? At your town office.  
(Vote!)

**register**

to add your name to a list so you can do something or receive a service (v)

Emerging at last from the registration line, I was prepared to rush to the game room to **register**  
for all the good adventures.  
(*Stupefying stories*)

a list or record of people or things (n)

This carousel is one of a kind. It is so important that it is listed in the National  
**Register** of Historic Places.  
(*A carousel of dreams*)

a machine that adds up and records how much people pay for things (n)

Jennifer watched as her mother carefully counted the money from the cash **register** and filled out the morning's bank deposit slip.  
(*The bank deposit*)

Marley was dead: to begin with. There is no doubt whatever about that. The **register** of his burial was signed by the clergyman, the clerk, the undertaker, and the chief mourner.  
(*A Christmas carol*)
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